A Devils Chaplain Reflections On 20 July 2018 - The Gospel Journey Board Game. The Gospel Journey Board Game is an engaging, fun and informative game that challenges the players’ knowledge of the New and Old Testament, stimulating a desire to learn more about the Bible. The Bible is really brought to life as you journey through the scriptures, around the board travelling towards Paradise, but be careful you don’t get ...Denis McBride One of the things I remember about our time in Germany was going to stay in the AFRC (Armed Forces Recreation Center) resorts. These were for the use of military personnel and their dependents and gave them a chance to have a vacation away from their home bases that didn’t cost too much.AFRC Vacation Time - Part 1 - Military Brat Life The 100th's colors (battalion flag) show the reason why the men were fighting for their country and indicate the origins of the battalion. Larry Sakoda of D Company designed the eagle holding a banner in its beak with the 100th's motto, “Remember Pearl Harbor,” a reminder of the devastating attack on their homeland and the event that brought the United States into the war.Colors and Insignia - 100th Infantry Battalion When a person accused of a crime is convicted and sentenced to capital punishment, the person can make a final statement, or express their last words, before being executed.The substance of these last words may or may not have anything to do with the crime of which the condemned person has been convicted.Final statement - Wikipedia